
XPD Race report 2013

Saturday
Arrived at the Brisbane airport at 5am all excited and ready to go. Sat down with Trevor Mullen’s to have a 
coffee and a bite to eat. We started chatting about food for the race completely forgetting about our flight, all 
of a sudden Trevor says its 10 to 6 (oops we're running late) so off we go running to the gate.  As we get 
there the flight attendant is on the radio calling for our bags to be removed.
Sorry Sorry Sorry is all we could say.

Well what a way to start the trip, we almost missed our flight. This just happens to have Craig Bycroft 
traveling on it. 
After a 2hr flight we finally land in Adelaide.  So here we are standing at the glass windows watching for our 
cargo like hawks watching their pray. Yes a sense of relief, thank god for that, all systems are go, and our 
bags have arrived.

Off to the cafe we go to sit around the Adelaide airport until 1:30pm for our transfers to Port Augusta. As the 
day goes on more and more fellow competitors arrive and before you know it, the cafe has turned into a mini 
TA area for XPD people.

1pm comes around and little miss Amy pops in to meet and greet new and old competitors and direct us to 
the bus.
Not long to go now. It's all starting to feel so real, everything is a buzz. All I can hear is conversations about 
the race, good ones, bad ones but the best one was, where we could possibly be racing. Some people are 
thinking as far as Lake Eyre.  All in all everybody believed the kayak leg would be last and that it would be a 
long one.

Finally the wait is over.  We arrive in Port Augusta and its time to meet our fellow team mate's (Mawson's 
very own Kevin Piercy and Noel Duffy). After 2 months of emails and the odd phone call, our team is about to 
meet for the very first time.  (No pressure on Trev or myself).  After the meet and greet, we choose rooms 
start unpacking and then decide to head down to the Flinders Hotel for a meal and some hydration. As 
dinner is eaten and the hydration flows, Trevor and I are informed of a few team rules. (The toilet one being 
the best) and possible race trails (Kev has been studying up on the Mawson's trail, Wilpena Pound and Port 
Germein).

Sunday



The morning starts with all four of us going through our food and sorting it into 6, 12, 18 and 24hr bag sizes. 
Time is flying, off we go to the team registration welcome brief and competency test. What a buzz.  120 plus 
like minded excited competitors all in the same room and ready to go. The diversity of people really amazed 
me.  All shapes and sizes, some who look like athletes some who don't, some there for the challenge others 
for the racing, all sizing each other up. Competency test follow navigation, first aid, kayaking and a swim in 
the bay. Thank god for the swim, weather in the Port hits 35plus today.

Monday
Yes today is the day, course hand out and team prep day. Down to the Barracks we go (Race HQ) to receive 
the maps. We all gather into the hall to watch a promotional video from Wild Racers TV.
A cheer goes up as the video ends and the course hand out begins.

Home we head for a big day of decision making. We enter our cabin and here we go, the room is cleared 
and the maps are sorted (trek, bike, kayak).  Job delegation begins Trevor sorts and labels the trunks, Noel 
takes to the Trekking, Kev to the overview and individual leg timing and me to the bike.
That's when the real nerves set in, before this moment all I knew, was that I would be able to have a crack at 
ONE mountain bike leg. Not the whole course.
For those who don't know me, I've only been competing in AR for about five minutes (March this year was 
my first race) and all of a sudden I'm naving for the most experienced and successful team in XPD.
After a few questions and one big breath, it was time to jump in and have a crack.

The next few hours went by in a flash, the mind was buzzing. Notes, decisions, directions and features were 
all I could think about. The boys where madly packing trunks, double checking gear and contacting maps 
while I double checked distance and route choice with captain Kev.
WOW time for dinner already, I think I need a break, some food, some strong hydration and a good sleep.

Tuesday
Here we go, it's all real now. Time to hand in our gear, get on the bus and head for the start line - Arkaroola 
Wilderness Sanctuary. 6 hrs later, one delicious camel pie and a good look at the countryside we where 
about to cross and we are here. Time to set up our tents for the night, collect some water and then off to 
dinner we go. Only one problem my brand new 3lt bladder has a hole in it. Out comes the bike repair kit, no 
luck, to the spare we go. We are now running 15mins late for dinner and have had our first test. What a great 
meal to have for our last supper, BBQ and pasta followed by an Aboriginal blessing of safe passage across 
the land. Noel and I head off after dinner to double check some CP and map changes. Finally time for bed- 
first night in a tent with the team on our travel mats. Oh what comfort......Not!

Wednesday



Up early (5:30am) the camp is a buzz, not the best sleep. Time to pack up the tent, hand back our bike 
boxes, trunks and collect the last of our water. Time is flying 6:30am and we need to get moving for 
breakfast. As we arrive to the restaurant the first thing I notice is that most teams, if not all have taken 
advantage of the $18 hot buffet feed.  (Possibly our last for several days) and the line is getting longer. Scoff 
down a couple of plate loads, a bit heavy in the gut, but food is energy at this stage. The weather is set to hit 
35dg plus today.

Angry Bird Boxer shorts are my weapon of choice to trek in today; I get some pretty funny looks. But it works, 
my nerves are down and my mind is set.
(Thanks Trevor)

Out to the pretty blue HQ van to collect our wrist bands and seal my phone, drop off some non mandatory 
gear and begin the 1 hour walk up to the start line.
At the start line teams gather for a reading from race director Craig Bycroft.
(My head just keeps saying you've made it, time to do it) The message is an eye opener for a lot of us; Team 
Real Discovery from Japan had lost 2 of their team members earlier this year in a kayaking accident on 
Hong Kong harbour. A minute silence is taken and as a salute to our fellow Adventure Races, Team Real 
Discovery leads the way holding 2 team shirts and a flag down the hill to the dam. (Race on from the dam)

From here on I don't know what day is what, I just remember stages. 

Our discussed team goal is to take it easy and walk back to the HQ van for the leg 1 map hand out.  

Stage 1, Arkaroola
9km Rogaine Mt Elva, 20km trek along ancient Arkaroola Creek.
Well that plan quickly got thrown out the window, as the nature of racing took over and Noel decided we 
would be running. As we found out later on, not a good idea. 
The first 4 CP's came quick to start with, as all teams where within eye sight. Then the gorge arrived, the 
temperature rose, the stones got more uncomfortable and creek sand appeared. Kev's competitive nature 
took hold as he hit the front to push the pace. Trevor the energizer bunny was starting to warm up, I was just 
tagging along and enjoying the sights and Noel was starting to feel the heat. About an hour later Kev still 
keeps up the pace with Trevor and I just keeping close to Noel. Not long after Noel said to me “I need to hold 
on mate, I'm struggling with this heat” cheers mate let's go.
At this stage we are sitting in 4th place after just passing Bivouac Colts, who are really feeling the heat as 
well. Then bang, I call a stop as Noel is looking pretty bad. I don't think he wanted to tell Kev. 10 mins later 
with Trev carrying Noel's and his own pack we're off, up the small creek towards the saddle we go.  Kev still 
in front, myself close behind and Trev following Noel. Then I hear a scream of pain, Kev and I stop, we hear 



more. So back down we go, 30m down we find Noel on his back with both quads and calf’s cramping at the 
same time. Trev trying to stretch them, not much luck. 
Kev sits down with Noel as Trev and I find some shade. Noel mutters some dribble as Kev says "what shit 
are you talking" lie down and have a rest.

(Beep, I say to myself, day one and we are in trouble. Then I relax and remember the stories of teams 
having to stop for up to a day for recovery. So I sit back lower the heart rate and have a rest)

We make it to the end of stage 1.  Dr checks Noel and says take your time and rehydrate please. Kev says 
don't worry, he'll be strong tomorrow. This happens every year.  The rest of us get some food and get the 
bikes ready.
(The nerves are setting in, as it’s my turn to nav, my head just says trust yourself).  Team after team come in 
dehydrated and blistered up.

Stage 2.
48km MTB to Wooltana Station.
About 2hours later with both little toes blistered, we're off. We leave in 13/14 position. The pace is high and 
it's time to direct and motivate. We pass 3 or 4 teams quite quickly as we hit the first 2 CP's. TA or CP 7 was 
another story as the track disappeared into the night and my nav was to get its first test. With several teams 
around us looking for the same track, we stopped for a quick discussion and decided that the lights in the 
distance on the bearing must be the TA area. Bush we go straight at it. Poor bikes.
After another 20mins we hit the electrified Dingo fence, only 300m from TA. Then we find the right track and 
the gate to head in to the TA area.

To our surprise, our bike boxes haven't arrived yet. 25mins later with our bikes already disassembled, they 
arrive. The discussion over dinner is how much water do we take on the salt lake? We decide that 7.5 plus 
liters each is a must. All of our bladders and spare bottles are filled. 35lts in total, Trev and I take an extra 
carry bag each for our water.

Stage 3.
51km salt lake walk (Lake Frome)
We hit the lake at 1:30am with the CYCO girls on top. Our division is to go directly at CP 8 at a bearing of 
165dg using the stars with no headlights on.
The CYCO Girls on Top, head around a little further for their route choice.
We walk through the night only having three 10min rests for food and sleep. As the sun comes up to our 
surprise the island CP 8 is right in front of us. After second guessing our position for a short while, we decide 
to trust our bearing and head straight at the island in front of us. As we get closer teams start to appear, first 



CYCO girls on our left about 1.5kms, Juggernaut slightly behind on our right and Outer Edge Racing on our 
far right. 

We all hit the CP and start heading towards the TA, Juggernaut & CYCO girls takes the lead. Not long after 
and I'm having my first hallucination, I can see water. Noel comes past and says I think we need your boat. I 
say no it’s too far to travel. Then to our surprise, the teams in front stop and turn around and start walking 
back. There is water, shit load of it. The question is “how deep is it".
We start to back track to see if we can walk around it. The water just keeps getting bigger.
Juggernaut and we decide to have a crack and just walk through it. They lead the way we follow; it ends up 
only being ankle deep. Back on track we go. 

Another few hours pass and the 2 teams in front of us start heading left, we head further right. Trevor is 
having some great hallucinations; he keeps falling over a cliff. Noel keeps seeing a fishing pier, Kev is 
suffering at the back and well my mind is concentrating on keeping me upright. Finally we decide to take our 
first break in about 5hours, a quick 10 minute rest stop. We all sit down; as I say I've got the clock, 10 
minutes only. 
2 seconds later a camera man pops up and says get up, come on, your almost there. Just the injection we 
need. Off we go towards TA, only 4kms to go and No water left. Oops so much for that 35lts.

We hit TA in third place. My feet are shot; I have a new addition to my blister count. This one is about 10cm 
long and 4cm wide on the ball of my right foot. Yaaaay!  I quickly wrap my feet and cut my bike shoe to allow 
my foot to get in. (Thanks Jan) the flies are unbelievable, 1000's upon 1000's.

Stage 4.
90km MTB to Wirrealpa Station
 Our plan is to find CP 10 and then have a sleep. I stuff the nav up twice on the way to CP 10, it takes us 
about 25 minutes longer to get there. Finally sleep time, it’s been around 40 hours since we had our last 
sleep, the bivvy comes out and the heads hit the ground, gone! (2hrs only).  We end up having 2.5hrs.  We 
wake and complete the rest of the leg with not much fuss. I bring up in conversation to Captain Kev that this 
is my longest mountain bike ride ever; the look on his face is priceless. What do you mean he says, I said my 
longest mountain bike ride is about 50km?

TA the sheep station, what a beautiful place. My kind of farm stay venue. Hot water with a kitchen and even 
hot showers.  Noel heads in to start preparing the hot food. Trevor, Kev and I get the bikes away. We all 
decide to have a hot shower (what a great idea) thanks for the towel Sharon. Noel needs a little bit longer to 
rest and further rehydrate his body. 



Stage 5.
 36 km trek Angorichina Station towards Blinman. 
First we head off for CP 13. We miss by one whole mountain range, not a good way to start, but we get 
there. Noel sets us on our way again. We hit the water drop, thank god for that, it’s hot. Thanks for the coke 
Craig. From there we head up the creek and follow Soldier On to the CP14. From here on Trev and I push 
the pace, the sun is going down and we want to have a shot at CP15 in the light. We miss again, Noel has 
lost his confidence. All of us are beginning to get frustrated. After about an hour of sitting on the top of a hill 
no less than 500m away from was we should be, we decide to take a safety bearing west towards the road. 
We hit a farm house; the old boy directs us on our way. We miss again! We look for another 2 hrs. Then 
finally some luck.  We have a crack at what seems to be the only hill top we haven't looked on.  As we walk 
up the hill, team Bear Hunt walk past us and straight to the mark. 6 hours of looking!  CP 16 goes a similar 
way. Some 20 plus hours later we finally arrive at Blinman, we decide to have a sleep. 

This was a weird night; we all crash in the hall. About an hour in to our 2hr sleep, Trev jumps up banging and 
crashing while running out the door. Then 5 seconds later walks back in and goes back to sleep. For me, I 
woke up freezing cold having a weird dream trying to get into my pack.  The TA lady comes over to see if I 
am ok, all I remember is tipping the contents of my bag on me, then curling up in the fetal position and going 
back to sleep.

Stage 6.
68km MTB Heysen Range
We plan for a monster day ride, trek, ride, climb and ride. Team Mawson is about to ride the Mawson trail. 
We're sitting in about 10th place. The pace is on, the train is formed and off we go.  After about 20kms I tell 
the boys that it is just a bit fast for me. Sorry. Kev, Noel and Trev are all great riders, I'm just average. 
What a ride, the best of the trip by far. I think anybody that rode this led during daylight would have loved it. 
High speed, down hill, single track and picturesque. Only one small glitch on this one, Trev broke his pack 
rack off his bike, and I felt the pace towards the end. Spirits still high all enjoying the challenge.

Stage 7.
Wilpena pound 23km trek. 
We aim to get this one done before the sun goes down. Kev and I are really feeling our feet on this one. Trev 
is charging (go the energizer bunny) up and down and over the rocks we go. Noel cops some light hearted 
banter on this leg (nav what nav, there are little blue triangles telling you where to go). We do well and get 
back to TA just as the sun goes down.

Stage 8.
Roping Moonarie
No break this time, off we go to the rock climbing. On the way we hit our first mechanical. A very large rock in 
the middle of the track. I manage to stay on as Kev and I both hit it pretty hard. Bang goes my tyre. Beep 



goes my mouth. 20 mins later, with a half inflated tube and an offset tyre we head off again. We make it to 
the rock climbing TA.

From TA it's a further 1 hour 40 mins walk up to the rock climbing. Team HypoActive walk slow to allow us 
past as they have been short tracked. Thanks guys. What a walk.  Up up and then up again. Noel hits the 
wall first and his climbing experience shows, he's halfway up the wall before anyone else is even clipped in. 
Great climb, our only disappointment was that we climbed it at night. We head back to TA for a 20min sleep.

Stage 9.
54km MTB; Chace and Druid Ranges to mid camp.
 We head off and about 15kms into the ride and my head is all over the place, the route and distances don't 
quiet match up. I can't even read the map. We turn around and head back to a small shed we passed for a 
sleep. We all crowd into a little tin shed, I think it was a chicken coop; the wind blows the temperature drops.  
Trev snores and the tin roof bangs. I get no sleep, but do have a great rest. Up we get, off we go. To my 
surprise, we manage to find our way through the pass in the night.  At this point we came to our first and only 
hike a bike, still nowhere near Hells Bells. The boys had great fun riding down the other side. From there 
onwards I have my worse nav and biggest down of the race. In the following 2hrs, I get 3 punctures and still 
can't find the CP (ruin). I throw my bike down, crack the shits and walk off in complete frustration. When I get 
back the boys have almost fixed my bike (thanks guys) Noel suggests, let’s go back and try another track. It 
works and off we go. We finally find the ruin but then can't find the CP. We continue to look for a further 
45minutes. Then another team arrive and Trev says "if you can find it ill give you $100", they reply. "How 
about a round of drinks". 2 seconds later they find it. 
I think this is the first time I have ever seen Trev frustrated.  On we go to mid camp.

Mid camp
We arrive and head straight in for a feed. After the feed the boys all head to bed for a sleep. I jump on my 
bike and head into Hawker to the bike shop. I drive train clean and tube repair please. While this is 
happening I head to the servo, 1 pie, 1 ice cream and a drink. Off to the hospital for some blister supplies, $5 
later 2 new bandages and 2 clean feet. I head back to the servo, this time I have a sausage roll, a pack of tin 
tams, a large chocolate milk and a bottle of lemonade. Back to the bike shop, a mum and son back yard 
business. Thanks guys $10 for a complete bike service, sensational.
Back to mid camp. Trev is still awake and heads to the computer for a blog session. Kev and Noel are out to 
it. I walk around for a little while as the temp hits low 30’s, before I finally nod off. I wake about every 20mins. 
I go to check my bike, beep the tyre is flat. I manage to get my hands on a 29er tube from another team, who 
give me 2 of there spares (thank you). We get out of TA with 2mins to spare, my tyre is not quiet right. 

Stage 10.
 155km MTB Mawson's Trail with a bumpy tyre. FUN.
This stage was a lot of fun; we sat on a nice pace knowing that the next team was 1.5hrs in front. We hit the 
second CP Proby's grave just on dark. We sat down at the third CP for some food and decided to have a 
crack at getting to Quorn before 10pm or when the pub closes. From here to Quorn the roads where 
amazing, 4 lanes wide, white or light in colour, up hill, down hill, but fast. The pace was unbelievable; Trev 
pushed me up the hills to keep my pace up. As we came around the corner into Quorn we spotted Soldier 
On and That's Cray, we also spotted the open pub. The pub won, in we go. Beers and bourbon please oh 
and chips, lemonade and orange juice. Then a quick chat and a few pic's with the locals.
Off we go, god it was cold outside after stopping. Towards Richmond pass we go. We hit the CP and then 
continue on, not far down the road the sleep monster hits as we climb the pass. All of a sudden Trev rides 
across the front of me and falls straight off his bike, in the grass. I stop and shake my head, did I just see 
that. He then hops back on his bike rides 20m and does it again. I yell out to Kev, the sleep monster is here 
we need a break. We pull over in some long grass at the top of the pass. Out come the bivvy's and the 
beers/bourbons, mine is gone in no time; Noel and Trev are quick to follow. Trev says I think I'll have another 
so you boys can get to sleep before my chain saw starts. It works the best sleep I've had in the whole race 
(1.5hrs). We wake all feeling the same way-great. Then Trev pipes up and says, you'll never guess what 
happened last night. I fell to sleep drinking beer number 2 and spilt the sucker straight down the front of me 
into my sleeping bag. The laughs continue for a while longer. We complete the rest of the stage with minor 
fuss. I broke my pack rack.

At TA we hear the news that Mount Design are on the water with Bivouac Colts not far behind. CYCO Girls 
should be on the water today, with teams 4 to 8 all on the water together, tomorrow. So we decide to take our 
time and save some energy.

Stage 11.
51km trek Mt Remarkable.
Mount Remarkable here we come, 51kms of uphill shit with sore feet. Time to suck it up and just get on with 
it. We start the leg at 4:31am, 2hours 35minutes behind Soldier On in 8th place.



Alligator gorge, what a way to start the walk. Beauty in every way. Trev powers on as usual, Kev and I push 
through our pain and Noel just keeps going. We are all a bit tired on this walk and it shows. Kev takes a slip 
and goes for a swim in the narrow stepping stone section of Alligator gorge. The laughs go out, and spirits 
are lifted again.

 Then the 7km trek up Mt Remarkable. Hot sun, strong winds and tired bodies. This was a real challenge, the 
sleep monster bit me hard here, as I found myself talking to the mountain like it was a person challenging 
me. Noel came past and just looked at me weird. I just say sleep monsters. 

 On our way to the 2nd CP, nature calls. About 1km down the track Kev stops me and says your bag is open 
and your dropping shit. I run back over the hills for about a kilometer and manage to find all five items I had 
dropped. The largest being a crape bandage and smallest, my money bag containing $150. Lucky boy. We 
manage to find the CP without too much fuss. By now my feet are really hurting; I decide its time for some 
panadol. Kev has a couple as well. What a relief, the pace quickly increases as we all realise that none of us 
want to be out here tonight and I want to take advantage of no pain for a while.

We hit the final CP and head for TA. On the way down the final 5.4km trail towards TA we see some head 
lights. Our pace quickens, still not fast enough for Trev but quite fast overall. We catch the lights towards the 
bottom of the hill its team Soldier On. We say a quick hello on our way through, off to TA we go.

As we approach TA the tasks are given, Noel is to get some hot water. While we get the bikes ready and I 
grab my maps. Let’s take our time as the dark zone is already here.

Then we arrive at the TA, officials say to us, god it's been great watching you on the computer chasing each 
other. We say what, we're taking our time. Saving energy for the paddle. That's when the guys says "The 
paddle has been cancelled haven't you read your yellow brick".  We all reply nope. "You have a 65km ride to 
Port Augusta".  Many colourful words fly under our breath.

Stage 12.
65km MTB to Port Augusta.
I run inside to check out the new maps (not the best I've ever seen). The boys have a blinder, ready within 
8mins. The only problem, no bike shorts for me!  Soldier On arrives and we are off. The officials just say go 
go go. We stop less than a kilometer down the road, are we going the right way. We quickly work it out and 
off we go, the train is formed and the speed increases. 10km done the road and the going is tough, 30 plus 
km head wind. 
We carry on through Wilmington to the pass; up up and up we go. The team is falling apart. Communication 
has dropped and we are unorganized. A voice cries out, come on guys relax and enjoy. We settle back in 
and enjoy the down hill rush, 3 to 4km of high speed fun. We make our turn and head towards Stirling North.

Stirling North, what can I say. What a mess. I can't find the road; the map says follow the highlighted route. 
There is only one problem, the roads not on the map; it seems to be an old rail line. Where is the track? A 
local offers some assistance. We get back on track. Everybody is frustrated, the map takes us towards the 
lights and then away from the lights and over and over again. Frustration hits boiling point. And then Bang, 
the cork blows. 
What about that, we go 650 plus kilometers having fun, enjoying the sights and then within 10 minutes of the 
finish line the fireworks go off.
Wow, my head is spinning now; we follow the road under the bridge around the corner and to the finish line.

Yes, we're done. We did it 

 My head is still spinning; I didn't even notice the finish couch. I sit down beside the shed to gather my 
thoughts. About 5 mins later Trev comes over and says what are you doing? Get your arse over here to the 
finishing couch. It's time to celebrate.

Team Mawson 2nd in the Men division. 7th place Overall
5day, 15hrs and 20mins 

Reflecting on the race

What a race. For me the race showed that the body is ran by the mind.
My example of this is,
-I joined team Mawson only 11 weeks before the race.
-I have only been Adventure Racing since March this year, no triathlon back ground, just AFL -I have only 
had one race of 24hours in length under my belt. (Hells Bells) -I had never ridden a mountain bike further 
than 50km in one go. 
-I had never trekked further than 25km in one go.



- Most people told me I was stupid.
-I hope this shows you what the mind can do.

A very big thanks to Trevor Mullen’s and team Mawson for giving me a crack.

Thank you, to all of you who have followed and supported us in every way.

Friend and Family
Tiger Adventure, George Weston’s & Sons, Cnctec, After hours Cad, Power Bar, Salomon, Solly 
Anderson, Randall Duggan, Mark Mackie, Fairfield Travel, Area51 and Kathmandu

An even bigger thank you to my wife and daughters for all of your support.


